INTRODUCTION
The 'mid-Atlantic' type is well knovm: at his happiest one hour
out of HeathrCM1Airport. but happier still to return to the peace
and calm of London - a cunous. laissez-faire meuopohs with a
largish and sometimes notorious expatriate population. But what.
of that much rarer 'mid-Himalayan· species, with his deep
cultmal imprint balanced by a hard·won independence?
Kisa Kawakami has been in London since the summer of 1971.
enjoying his new.found freedom. participating with calm good
sense in the muted social programme of a central London local
authorityarchitects'department.andsavouringthemaverick
characters, the continental proximities and. dare I say it, such
off-beat metropolitan institutions as the Architectural Association
Schoolwherehehastaughtsince1982.Perhapstheall·pervading
softness and pragmatism prompted his original nocturnal
experiments which resulted in a sensational exhibition at the
Archltectural Association in the autumn of 1981. For many, the
meticulous and elegant paper sculptures. formed by cutting and
folding miniaturised gridded fields, refocused attention on the
potential and continued relevance of the Mcxlemist avant·garde
enterprise. The pleasures of anonymity and restraint. the value
or a puie concept, and in particular the imperviousness of the
gridtolanguage-itsanti-referentialcharacter.itshostilityto
narrative. incident and hierarchy - came as welcome relief in the
Post-Mcxlemist atmosphere of hot imagery and pastiche which
wascharacteristicoftheearly1980s

In hts mo1e 1ecent v,,rorkKtsa Kawakami has avoided the trap of
endless repetition and. in a language created by cutting. foldmg.
seaming and weaving. set withm a resolutely frontal gridded
plane. he has achieved a wealth of synonymous forms and
continuous surfaces - at once transparent and opaque. reflective
and responsive to shifting gradients of light. The wmk abounds
in visual metaphors of natme - geological structures. sun
ref!ectedonwater.thest1uctu1eofmatter,etc
Kisa Kawakami. in resolving his expatriate predicament. has
unmtentionally provided us With a polemical body of work
descended horn the spiritual, non·objective world of Mondrian
and Malevitch and has taken up a place alongside such
American contemporary abstrnctionists as Cai! Andre, Sol Lewitt
and Peter Eisenman.
It is a great pleasure therefore to intr<X.lucethis catalogue, as
part of the grCM1inglist of publications designed to represent the
original work shCM1nin Bedford Square and. in this case, also to
be seen in Tokyo and Osaka before returning to London
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